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A computational model of teeth and the
developmental origins of morphological variation
Isaac Salazar-Ciudad1,2 & Jukka Jernvall2,3

The relationship between the genotype and the phenotype, or the
genotype–phenotype map, is generally approached with the tools
of multivariate quantitative genetics and morphometrics1–4.
Whereas studies of development5–7 and mathematical models of
development4,8–12 may offer new insights into the genotype–
phenotype map, the challenge is to make them useful at the level
of microevolution. Here we report a computational model of
mammalian tooth development that combines parameters of
genetic and cellular interactions to produce a three-dimensional
tooth from a simple tooth primordia. We systematically tinkered
with each of the model parameters to generate phenotypic vari-
ation and used geometric morphometric analyses to identify, or
developmentally ordinate, parameters best explaining population-
level variation of real teeth. To model the full range of develop-
mentally possible morphologies, we used a population sample of
ringed seals (Phoca hispida ladogensis)13. Seal dentitions show a
high degree of variation, typically linked to the lack of exact occlu-
sion13–16. Our model suggests that despite the complexity of
development and teeth, there may be a simple basis for dental
variation. Changes in single parameters regulating signalling
during cusp development may explain shape variation among
individuals, whereas a parameter regulating epithelial growth
may explain serial, tooth-to-tooth variation along the jaw. Our
study provides a step towards integrating the genotype, develop-
ment and the phenotype.

The relatively well-studied mammalian tooth is suitable for iden-
tifying the developmental principles linking genotype to phenotype.
Cusps constitute the major morphological features of teeth, and cusp
shape, size, position and number are used to differentiate taxa. At the
onset of each cusp formation—non-dividing epithelial signalling
centres—the secondary enamel knots appear17. Experimental evidence
from mouse molars implicates molecular signalling in activating and
inhibiting the formation of enamel knots11,18, and computational
modelling of these dynamics can account for basic aspects of tooth
formation19. Previousmodels19,20, however, approximate tooth shapes
without detailed implementation of themechanical properties of cells.
Becausemechanical forces have a central role in tissue architecture20–23,
here we have constructed a model integrating experimentally inferred
genetic interactionswith tissue dynamics (Fig. 1a), thereby allowing us
to study population-level multivariate variation.

Signalling parameters of the model numerically represent how
strongly specific growth factors affect expression of one another and
their diffusion (see Methods). The gene network topology is on the
basis of empirical evidence from mouse molar development (Fig. 1a
and Methods). This includes BMPs as differentiation inducers18 and
FGF10 in the regulation of epithelial proliferation24. Signalling is inte-
grated with tissue dynamics by how strongly specific growth factors
affect proliferation. Cell shape is affected by mechanical forces caused

by tissue growth, and by parameters such as adhesion and repulsion
(Fig. 1a, b andMethods). The formation of each enamel knot leads to
lateral inhibition preventing the formation of new enamel knots in the
immediate vicinity, which in turn leads to the folding of the epithe-
liumowing to spatial differences in cell proliferation (Fig. 1b). Virtual,
in silico, tooth shape is a product of a dynamic process in which each
parameter combination determines only the strengths of interactions
between gene products and cells (Fig. 1). Therefore, and conforming
to the current evidence on tooth development17,20, a specific tooth
shape does not require cusp specific genes or a coordinate system.

We used the model to examine variation in the teeth of phocid
seals (Fig. 2a). Seal dentitions provide a modest test of the generality
of the model and have traits that make them suitable for studying
population-level variation. The postcanine dentition of phocid seals
is relatively simple; effectively two-dimensional due to the lack of
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Figure 1 | Amodel integratinggenenetworksand tissuemechanics. a, Nine
parameters regulating gene network properties and ten parameters
regulating cellular properties integrate the behaviour of cells. Act induces the
differentiation of epithelial cells into enamel knots (white arrow), which
results in the production of Inh and also Sec regulating tissue growth.
b, Tissue morphology is modelled for the cells of the inner enamel
epithelium. The underlying mesenchyme is a three-dimensional space in
which molecules and mechanical stresses diffuse. Molecular diffusion
between the immediate surroundings of two epithelial cells is calculated
using Fick’s law of diffusion (diffusing inhibitor shown in colour). A
triangular mesh connects cells centres (black lines) and the position of each
corner is calculated as a Voronoi node (blue mesh). Cell shape depends on
the positions and number of neighbouring cells. c, The initial conditions
consists of seven epithelial cells representing the tip of the oral epithelium
invagination and developing tooth shape can be visualized at any time point,
here shown at 1,000 time intervals. At each interval, all equations are
integrated using the Euler method and all variation simulations used 10,000
time points. Anterior towards the left. a–d denote cusp names used to
identify seal tooth cusps.
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lateral cusp position variation13, and lacks the refined occlusion
typical of most extant mammals. These relaxed functional demands
are reflected in the high degree of dental variation found in seal
populations13–16, and seal teeth should provide a relatively com-
prehensive sample of developmentally possible phenotypes. First
we studied a sample (n5 70) of Lake Ladoga seals (Phoca hispida
ladogensis), a postglacial landlocked population of ringed seals. The
postcanine teeth of ringed seals consists typically of four cusps
aligned in a row, but three and five cusped teeth are also frequently
present (Fig. 2a)13. The seal dentition is derived from amore complex
carnivoran pattern25 and the tooth morphology of ringed seals is
reminiscent of the pretribosphenic triconodont pattern in mam-
malian evolution26.

Our initial exploration of themodel showed that it produces virtual
teeth resembling real seal teeth (Fig. 1). Moreover, the developmental
sequenceof cusps of the virtual teeth (Fig. 1c) corresponds to theorder
of cusp development in real seals27. Next we systematically tinkered
with the parameters to produce a virtual tooth that closely resembles
an average real fourth lower postcanine (P4), in terms of cusp number

(four) and the angle of three tallest cusps (top-cusp angle, ref. 13). This
virtual ‘wild type’ seal tooth was thenmutated by individually chang-
ing the nine genetic and ten cellular parameters (Fig. 2b and Sup-
plementary Fig. 2). We changed each parameter at 2% intervals in
both directions from the wild-type value (up to698%). Variation in
tooth shapes in the 19 virtual and one real seal tooth populations was
then analysed individually using geometric morphometrics. Because
cusp tips of real and virtual teeth show little variation in the third
dimension13, we report the results analysing cusp tip positions in two
dimensions from a lateral view. We measured the x–y positions of
the four main cusps (cusps a, b, c and d) in all four- and five-cusped
seal teeth (n5 22 to 99) and carried out procrustes superimposition
of each tooth population followed by principal component analysis
(ref. 13, Methods and Supplementary Information).

The results show that the first two principal components of real
teeth account for 46% and 30% of total variance, respectively
(Fig. 2c). The first component mainly affects how blunt the cusp
configuration is, whereas the second component also influences the
relative position of cusps anterio-posteriorly (Fig. 2c). To compare
the overall differences in the shape of variation, or developmentally
ordinate phenotypic variation, we tabulated the principal com-
ponent loadings of the first two components for each cusp, and
plotted the difference between real teeth and virtual teeth (Fig. 3a).
The results show (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Table 4) that the first
five parameters producing the most realistic variation are activator
self-regulation (Act), activator diffusion (Da), inhibitor strength
(Inh), inhibition diffusion (Di), and secondary signal threshold
(Set). Of these, the activator and inhibitor parameters are central
in the formation of enamel knots and we interpret them to constitute
a patterning kernel of tooth cusps. We note that activation diffusion
and inhibition diffusion affect both the first two principal com-
ponents (Fig. 2c), suggesting that these parameters can individually
account for a substantial portion of the variation found in real teeth.

Next we examined how different parameters produce variation in
cusp number in addition to cusp position. The top-cusp angle and
cusp number are linked in seal teeth; larger angles, hence blunter cusp
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Figure 2 | Shape of variation in real and in silico seal teeth. a, The fourth
postcanine tooth of Lake Ladoga seals varies from three to five cusped
shapes. b, Systematical tinkering with each model parameter (shown at 20%
intervals for the three examples) produces variation in cusp shape, size and
number. c, Component loadings based on procrustes superimposition
(variance-covariance matrix) and principal component analyses of the four
tallest cusp positions (teeth with four and five cusps, n5 67) and of each
simulated tooth population after changing each parameter (n5 22 to 99
depending on how many teeth had at least four cusps). Loadings shown for
the first two components together with percentages of variance explained.
The whiskers show the direction and relative strength that the first two
components affect variation (the whisker lengths of the second components,
dashed black line, are scaled based on variance explained relative to the first
component, orange line). The grey outline shows the mean cusp pattern of
the real teeth (Phoca). Anterior towards the left. For parameter names, see
Methods Summary.
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Figure 3 | Variation in cusp position and number implicate the same
patterning kernel parameters. a, Differences in the first two principal
component loadings (plotted for all four cusps) between real seal teeth and
in silico teeth show that genetic parameters belonging to the
activator–inhibitor loop regulating enamel knot formation produce the
most realistic variation. Boxes enclose 50% of cusps; the median and the
mean are indicated with a horizontal bar and a circle, respectively, and
whiskers denote range. b, Tinkering systematically with each model
parameter (shown at 20% intervals) produces variation in cusp number in
13 of the 19 parameters. We note the tendency for increasing top-cusp angle
with increasing number of cusps in real seal teeth and in silico teeth varied
with the patterning kernel parameters. Genetic parameters are in red,
cellular parameters are in blue. Error bars denote s.d.
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configurations, are associated with a larger number of cusps13.
Developmentally, closer placement of enamel knots is thought to
produce both more equal sized and a larger number of cusps13. The
results show that only the patterning kernel parameters produce
realistic changes both in cusp number and top-cusp angle (Fig. 3b),
suggesting that these parameters are the best candidates for account-
ing for variation among individuals. An obvious assumption under-
lying these interpretations is that our wild-type in silico seal tooth has
representative variational properties. To test howdependent the vari-
ational properties are on any given in silico seal tooth, we searched the
parameter space and located nine other parameter combinations that
produced seal tooth morphologies (see Supplementary Figs 3, 4 and
Supplementary Table 5). For each of the nine wild-type seal teeth, we
systematically tinkered with each of the model parameters and mea-
sured the top-cusp angles in relation to cusp number. The variation
produced by the patterning kernel parameters remains more similar
to the real teeth than variation produced by the other parameters
(mean top-cusp angle difference to real teeth is 9.2 degrees for the
patterning kernel teeth and 17.2 degrees for the remaining teeth,
P5 0.0007; Mann–Whitney U-test, see Supplementary Informa-
tion). In connection to changes in cusp number, we noticed that
owing to changing allocation of cells to enamel knots, cusp c becomes
narrower as the fourth cusp, cusp d, appears (Supplementary Fig. 5).
This inverse relationship between cusps was also detected in real teeth
(Supplementary Fig. 5), and suggests that in cladistic analyses, for
example, relative cusp size and the presence of adjacent small conules
may be non-independent characters.

In addition to individual variation, mammalian teeth show serial
variation along the tooth row. In ringed seals this variation is a
relatively subtle increase in the top-cusp angle towards the anterior
teeth, whereas in grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) there is a heterodont

switch from three-cusped to one-cusped teeth (Fig. 4a). Searches
within the virtual teeth variation (in 2% intervals as before; see
Supplementary Table 1) show that only the cellular parameter regu-
lating epithelial growth (Egr) produces the ringed seal tooth row
(Fig. 4b). We propose that our results on the different parameters
underlying changes in individual tooth shape (Fig. 3) and changes
along the tooth row (Fig. 4) reflect the decoupling of shape from
serial variation. This decoupling, which can be postulated to have
enabled the evolution of heterodonty, agrees with the notion of
restricted pleiotropy being a solution to evolving complex traits3.
Mechanistically, genetic parameters regulate lateral inhibition, which
in turn affects cusp spacing, whereas Egr regulates the relative growth
of epithelium over mesenchyme, which in turn affects pointedness of
cusps (and only indirectly cusp spacing; Fig. 2b and Supplementary
Fig. 6). Cusp pointedness is a central feature of mammalian hetero-
donty and perhaps the reason why the parameter decoupling has the
observed polarity. In the grey seal, however, regulation of Egr may
not be sufficient to produce its tooth row—the patterning kernel
parameter Act is also required (Fig. 4b). Nevertheless, in both seal
species, a constant tooth-to-tooth parameter change can produce
tooth rows, even when morphological change is discontinuous as
in grey seals (Fig. 4). We note that the constant change of parameter
values along the tooth row may provide a mechanistic basis for
aspects of the inhibitory cascade model determining mammalian
molar proportions11.

In conclusion, despite the complexity of development and teeth, a
large proportion of variation can be explained by changes in single
model parameters. Even though these results do not exclude the
possibility of a complex, polygenic nature of tooth morphology, they
are suggestive of a simple basis for dental variation. Because genes
associated with tooth development seem to be largely conserved
across vertebrates28, it remains to be tested whether a similar pattern-
ing kernel, or ‘genetic architectural stereotype’29, underlies the regu-
lation of multicuspid teeth beyond mammals. Considering the
quantitative nature of traits, the inclusion of an allelic component
into the model will complete the link between genotype and pheno-
type. In these kinds of analyses the inclusion of developmental
models is valuable to detect the non-normal and discontinuous
changes in the phenotype despite gradual changes in developmental
parameters. These advances should eventually lead to the integration
of the process of development with the genotype and the phenotype,
something that could readily be recognized as the ‘laws of correlation
of growth’30.

METHODS SUMMARY
The model (available with the source code at http://www.biocenter.helsinki.fi/
bi/evodevo/isc/programpage.html) includes an initial grid of seven epithelial
cells arranged in a hexagon and two layers of underlying mesenchymal cells
(Methods). The epithelial grid grows by cell division and folds owing to forces
arising from cells. Cell division occurs after cell size reaches a threshold. The
same set of coupled differential equations governs gene product interactions in
each cell. Some gene products diffuse between cells according to Fick’s law (finite
volume method). Act autoregulates itself and, after a threshold, causes the dif-
ferentiation of an enamel knot and induces the production of Inh and secondary
signals (Sec). Mechanical interactions of cells are regulated by the following
genetically encoded parameters: cell elasticity to compression by other cells (cell
repulsion, Rep), cells resistance to separation by a force proportional to the
parameter (adhesion, Adh), attachment force between the nucleus and the cell
borders (nucleus traction, Ntr), a default rate of epithelial growth along the
triangular mesh (Egr), gradual cessation of cell signalling and growth (differ-
entiation, Dff), differential growth of the anterior and posterior borders of teeth
(growth bias, Pbi), tendency of the epithelial cells at the tooth borders (cervical
loops) to engulf the underlying dental mesenchyme (cervical loop downward
growth, Dgr), and mechanical resistance of the mesenchyme to the invagination
of the epithelium (mesenchymal buoyancy, Boy). The landmarks for geometric
morphometrics were obtained from digital images of real and virtual teeth using
ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) and all analyses were done using PAST
(http://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/index.html).
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Figure 4 | Serial tooth-to-tooth variation implicates a cellular parameter.
a, The four ringed seal (Phoca) postcanines (P2–P5) show a gradual change in
morphology, whereas the grey seal (Halichoerus) tooth row has a transition
from a three- to a one-cusped shape.b, Constant change in parameter Egr, the
epithelial growth rate, produces change in relative cusp height similar to the
morphological change observed in the ringed seal tooth row. We note the
curvature of the in silico P2 main cusp, resembling that of real teeth. Three
parameters (Act, Egr andPbi) can be used to turn an in silico ringed seal tooth
into a grey seal tooth, and constant changes in two parameters (Egr and Act)
produce changes reminiscent of changes along the grey seal tooth row, despite
the heterodont change in morphology. Grey seal was produced by manually
tinkering with ringed seal parameters. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
The model incorporates gene network dynamics (for example, see refs 31, 32)
and mechanical interactions of cells (for example, see refs 33–35), and therefore
is not a statistical or geometric36 description of variation. Morphology results
from the dynamics of model and variation from differences in the parameters
describing how strongly genes and cells interact. Specifically, the model covers
tooth morphogenesis from the bud stage to the onset of mineralization (ter-
mination of cuspal morphogenesis). Model output is morphology, specified as
the position of cells in three-dimensional space, and patterns of gene expression
in three-dimensional space. The tooth shape is the epithelial–mesenchymal
interface, and because seal teeth have thin enamel, this is a close proximation
of the mineralized seal tooth.
Tissue morphology is modelled by using the cells of the inner enamel epithe-

lium. Each epithelial cell has a centre and boundaries. Cell shape depends on the
relative positions and number of neighbouring epithelial cells, typically forming
irregular honeycomb tessellation. The boundary between two epithelial cells is
quadrilateral with one of its sides towards the apical surface (facing the stelate
reticulum) and one towards the basal surface (facing the mesenchyme). A tri-
angular mesh connects cell centres and the position of each apical corner is
calculated as a Voronoi node; each corner is equidistant from the three closest
cell centres. Therefore, a cell encloses all the points in space that are closer to its
centre than to the centre of any other cell. The basal cell corners are the same as
the apical ones but one z-unit down. Cells can change neighbours through the
addition of new cells by cell division, but not by cell migration. The underlying
mesenchyme is a three-dimensional space in which molecules and mechanical
stresses diffuse and spread.
Diffusion of molecules is possible between cells in the epithelium, between

mesenchymal cells and between themesenchyme and the epitheliumbut not into
the stellate reticulum above the inner enamel epithelium. The dental epithelium
acts, thus, as a wall of a diffusion chamber. Molecules leave the system from the
epithelial borders and the mesenchyme. Molecular diffusion between the imme-
diate surroundings of two cells is calculated using Fick’s law of diffusion by
making the molecular flux between two cells proportional to the area in which
they are in contact or near each other (finite volume method). This method
allows for accurate calculations even when cells change their shapes.
The gene network is modelled to capture the core molecular events leading to

the formation of enamel knots. Act autoregulates itself and, past a threshold,
causes the differentiation of an enamel knot and induces the production of Inh
and Sec. In reality thesemodelmoleculesmay be encoded by several genes, and at
several layers of regulatory machinery. Activators include molecular candidates
such as Bmp4, activin bA (also known as Inhba) and many genes from the Wnt
family, and inhibitors include at least Shh and Sostdc1. The secondary signals are
growth factors that are upregulated in the enamel knots later and the main
function of which seems to be the regulation of cell proliferation and differenti-
ation rather than direct inhibition of new enamel knots. These include at least
Fgf4 and Bmp2. All equations, explained later, are integrated by the Euler numer-
icalmethod.Here allmodel parameters are depicted as k plus a subscript with the
three letters used to name the parameters in the main text.
Cell repulsion and adhesion. To model cells as physical entities, repulsion was
implemented to prevent cells fromgetting too close to each other. A cell responds
by exerting a force if the centre of a neighbouring cell is closer than the original
distance separating them (for example, when new cells form by cell division).
Between cell i and cell j we have:

f ij~kRep jjpj{pi jj{jjpojj
! "

(pj{pi) !1"

Where kRep is the repulsion model parameter, a stiffness constant that describes
howmuch cells respond to applied stresses. pi is the position in three dimension
of cell i. jj denotes modulus and jjpojj is the original distance between two cells.
Note that jjpojj is not a parameter of the model but results from the model
dynamics (except in the initial conditions where it equals one). When the dis-
tance between two cell centres is larger than jjpojj there is a constant traction
force resulting from the adhesion of cells. For these distances we have:

f ij~kAdh
(pj{pi)

pj{pi

###
###

!2"

Where kAdh is a model parameter specifying the adhesion force. Taken together,
for each iteration, a cell position changes as follows:

Lpi
Lt

~
X

for all neighbours j of i

fij !3"

Nucleus traction. After biomechanical studies23, we also include a force attach-
ing each cell centre to cell borders. This force tends to cause rounding of epi-
thelial cells:

Lpi
Lt

~kNtr(1{di) {piz
1

ni

X

for all neighbours j of i

pj

 !

!4"

Where pj is the position of each neighbouring cell, ni is the number of neighbours
of cell i and kNtr is a model parameter describing how strong this force is. di is the
state of differentiation of cell i (see later).
Epithelial growth and differentiation. Epithelial cells have a default rate of
growth and cells grow by pushing the cell centres of their neighbours away along
the triangularmesh. Thus, the displacement of a cell centre is in the direction of a
unit vector arising by summing the unit vectors joining the cell centre with that
of its neighbours and dividing the vector by its modulus (length). This vector is
then multiplied by the model parameter kEgr. Dff decreases growth and this is
implemented by multiplying growth by 12 di:

Lpi
Lt

~kEgr(1{di)

P
for all neighbours j of i

ûuij

P
for all neighbours j of i

ûuij

#####

#####
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Where ûuij is the unit vector between a cell i and its neighbour j. The total

displacement in each cell is kEgr(12 di). Note that the differentiation of cell i,
di, ranges between 0 and 1. This is affected by a model parameter kDff which
describes how strongly Sec promotes differentiation:

Ldi
Lt

~kDff #Sec$ !6"

Cells divide after the connection between two cell centres is equal to or exceed
two units of space (initial distance between cells equals one unit) and is imple-
mented by placing a new cell at the midpoint between the twomother cells. This
gives qualitatively similar results to a more realistic, but computationally slower,
implementation of cell division in which a cell is split into two. A new cell adds a
new cell centre and connections to the original triangular mesh (Supplementary
Fig. 1). The concentration of molecules and the differentiation state of the new
cell is the average of the two mother cells. If one of the mother cells is an enamel
knot cell, the new cell is not a knot cell. Any growth vector that is towards the
stellate reticulum, which has an increased hydrostatic pressure, is inverted in
respect to the plane of the epithelium. In addition, once formed, enamel knots
are not allowed to move down (following empirical evidence37,38).
Growth biases. The anterior and posterior borders of developing teeth grow at
different rates17 and this wasmodelled bymultiplying the displacement along the
anterio-posterior axis (along the y-coordinates) in the anterior, by parameter
kAbi, and posterior, by parameter kPbi, borders of the tooth. The anterior border is
defined as the border cells that in the initial condition are anterior to the cell in
the centre (positive y values), and all their descendants that also lay in the teeth
border. The posterior border is defined in the same way for negative values of y.
Because of the symmetric nature of these biases, we only modulated kPbi in the
variation analysis. To delay the cervical loop formation in anterior–posterior
directions (as seen in real teeth),mesenchymal buoyancy parameter (kBgr) is used
to multiply the z-value of border cells.
Cervical loop downward growth and mesenchymal growth. Epithelial cells at
the border of the tooth (cervical loop) grow to engulf the underlying dental
mesenchyme. The dental mesenchyme condenses and grows in response to the
secondary signals sent by the epithelium. The more mesenchyme there is, the
more the cervical loops grow laterally (and the less sharp the tooth becomes).
This is implemented as a tendency for border cells to grow downwards in the z
direction. That is counteracted by the amount of underlying mesenchyme:

Lxborder cell i
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dy~dyoc !11"

c~1z
kMgr#Sec$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
d2xozd2yo

q !12"

Where dxo and dyo are the x and y components of equation (5) describing the
growth of any kind of epithelial cell. kMgr is a model parameter that specifies the
efficiency of Sec in promotingmesenchyme proliferation, and kDgr is a parameter
describing the tendency to grow downwards when there is a minimal amount of
mesenchyme.
Mesenchymal buoyancy. Tomodel the resistance that themesenchyme opposes
to the invagination of the epithelium, each epithelial cell centre receives a dis-
placement perpendicular to its apical cell surface (this assumes that themesench-
yme behaves like a compressed fluid):

Lpi
Lt

~kBoy(1{di)#Sec$n̂n !13"

Where kBoy is a model parameter describing how strong that force is, and n̂n is a
unit vector normal to the epithelial cell surface. This vector is calculated as the
sum of the vectorial product of all the vectors going from a cell to its neighbours
(only the resulting vectors pointing apically are taken for each product).
Gene network parameters. Three growth factors are considered in the model,
Act, Inh and Sec. Of these, Sec has different effect on epithelium and mesench-
yme growth, and it could be modelled as two separate growth factors (Sec1 and
Sec2) but because here we modulate all the other parameters related to Sec
similarly, we consider Sec as a single node. The set of equations describing the
change in the concentration of each growth factor in the immediate surround-
ings of an epithelial cell are:

L#Act$
Lt

~
kAct#Act$

1zkInh#Act$
{kDeg#Act$zkDa+2#Act$ !14"

L#Inh$
Lt

~{kDeg#Inh$zkDi+2#Inh$ !15"

L#Sec$
Lt

~{kDeg#Sec$zkDs+2#Sec$ !16"

The first equation states that all epithelial cells produce and secrete Act in an
autoregulatory fashion, and the model parameter kAct represents the strength of
that autoregulation. The model parameter kInh describes the inhibitory effect of
Inh over Act production. kDeg is a generic degradation rate for all gene products.
kDa, kDi and kDs are the diffusion constants for the Act, Inh and Sec molecular
signals. The last term in each equation is the term describing the diffusion of each
growth factor.
The same equations hold for mesenchymal cells except that the first term of

the first equation and the two first terms of the fourth equation are omitted. This
means that mesenchymal cells have no reaction terms, and thus only epithelial
cells secrete the three growth factors. Epithelial cells become enamel knot cells
once they reach the arbitrary Act concentration of one. This differentiation is

irreversible. In that sense the signalling part of themodel can be considered as an
irreversible reaction-diffusion-likemodel. Enamel knot cells secrete Inh and Sec.
Other cells secrete Inh after their differentiation state reaches the value of the
model parameter kInt (Int denotes initial threshold) and Sec after their differ-
entiation state reaches the value of the model parameter kSet (Set denotes
secondary threshold). This reflects the stepwise upregulation of genes in the
epithelium. The equations for the secretion of these signals are:

L#Inh$
Lt

~#Act${kDeg#Inh$zkDi+2#Inh$ !17"

L#Sec$
Lt

~kSec{kDeg#Sec$zkDs+2#Sec$ !18"

Where kSec is a model parameter describing Sec secretion. Similar results are
obtained if Sec secretion is dependent on Act concentration.
Initial conditions. The initial conditions consist of an epithelial layer represent-
ing the tip of the oral epithelium invagination and 20 underlying mesenchymal
cell layers. Each cell is a three-dimensional volume including the cell itself and its
immediate extracellular surrounding space. Initially each cell has a columnar
hexagonal morphology. Epithelial and mesenchymal cell layers are composed of
seven cells for the seal simulations. The cells in each layer are arranged in a
hexagon with each cell at an initial distance (jjpojj) of one to each of its neigh-
bours (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Initially each epithelial cell has six epithelial
neighbours, except for cells on the borders that have three or four depending on
the location (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Each epithelial cell has one underlying
mesenchymal neighbour. During the simulation an external constant source of
Act exists next to epithelial cells in the border of the tooth as found experiment-
ally19,39. Other than that all initial gene product concentrations and differenti-
ation are set to zero in all cells. All parameters are dimensionless.
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